
Diagonal Fold Card: 

 

1.  Cardstock:  8 ½ x 11 

a. Score on 11 inch side at 5 ½ inches. 

b. Score on the 8 ½ side 4 ¼. 

c. Aligned scored cardstock on paper cutter diagonally and cut:  (This creates two 5 ½ x 4 ¼ 

card bases) 

d. Fold the top-scored left sideline down to the front and the right-scored sideline to the 

left. 

2. Designer series paper for the two cards:  

a. Cut two sheets 5 ¼ x 4 inches. 

b. For contrasting designs, each cut will have a different design facing up when cutting.  

Otherwise, if the same design on both cards, cut both facing up on cutter.   

c. Align each sheet diagonally on the paper cutter similar to Step2 above. 

d. Glue cut sections on top of each fold of both cards. 

3. Trim:  2 strips of cardstock 2 x 9 inches per card (total 4 strips) 

a. Emboss pattern of choice to each strip and scallop the edges as optional choice. 

b. Align each strip along the edges of diagonal fold flaps (gluing edges on designer paper) 

one trim at a time).  

c. Turn card over to cut excess strips using card base as your guide.  Repeat for the other 

side making sure that the second trim is aligns with the previous side. 

4. Label:   

a. Stamp greeting of choice. 

b. Cut out greeting using the Big Shot Framelit that fits the greeting. 

c. Cut a piece of Adhesive sheet and peel the adhesive open.  Slide the greeting in 

between the sheet with sticky side facing the stamped greeting. 

d. Close and rub to reinforce that the greeting is fully adhered. 

e. Turn adhesive sheet over to clear side and realigned the framelit over greeting. 

f. Cut out with Big Shot and peel adhesive off. 

g. Sprinkle Stampin Glitter powder ‘Dazzling Diamonds’ over the sticky label side and shake 

excess glitter off. 

h. Place dimensional on one side of greeting and position label on card along trim. 

  


